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Effect of fuzzy discretization in fuzzy rule-based
systems for classification problems with continuous
attributes
HISAO ISHIBUCHI and TAKASHI YAMAMOTO

Continuous attributes are usually discretized into intervals in machine learning and data
mining. Our knowledge representation is, however, not always based on such discretization. For
example, we usually use linguistic terms (e.g., young, middle-aged, and old) for dividing our
ages into some categories with fuzzy boundaries. In this paper, we examine the effect of fuzzy
discretization on the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems through computer
simulations on simple numerical examples and real-world pattern classification problems. For
executing such computer simulations, we introduce a control parameter that specifies the overlap grade between adjacent antecedent fuzzy sets (i.e., linguistic terms) in fuzzy discretization.
Interval discretization can be viewed as a special case of fuzzy discretization with no overlap.
Computer simulations are performed using fuzzy discretization with various specifications of
the overlap grade. Simulation results show that fuzzy rules have high generalization ability even
when the domain interval of each continuous attribute is homogeneously partitioned into linguistic terms. On the other hand, generalization ability of rule-based systems strongly depends
on the choice of threshold values in the case of interval discretization.
Key words: pattern classification, discretization of continuous attributes, rule extraction,
data mining, fuzzy rules, rule weights

1.

Introduction

When our knowledge extraction task involves numerical data with continuous attributes, each attribute is usually discretized into intervals [3,4]. The discretization into
intervals is used in many machine learning techniques such as decision trees [13]. In
some situations, human knowledge exactly corresponds to such discretization of continuous attributes. For example, the domain of our ages is divided into two intervals by the
threshold age 20 in the following knowledge: People under 20 are not allowed to smoke.
In other situations, the discretization into intervals is not appropriate for describing human knowledge. For example, we may have the following knowledge: Tall people are
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not comfortable in small cars. We cannot appropriately represent this knowledge using
the discretization of the domain of our height into intervals. This is because the linguistic
term tall cannot be appropriately represented by an interval. A mathematical framework
for representing linguistic terms is fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic has been recognized as a
convenient tool for handling continuous attributes by rule-based systems in a human
understandable manner [14]. This recognition is supported by many successful applications of fuzzy control methods [11]. An example of the membership function of tall is
shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we discuss fuzzy rule extraction for pattern classification
problems with continuous attributes. We use fuzzy rules of the following type for pattern

Figure 1. An example of fuzzy discretization for height

classification problems with

attributes:

Rule . : If  is % and ... and  is % then Class # with #

(1)

where          is an -dimensional pattern vector, % is an antecedent fuzzy
set for the -th attribute, # is a class label, and # is a certainty grade (i.e., rule
weight). The effect of rule weights on the performance of fuzzy rule-based systems was
examined in Ishibuchi, Nakashima [6]. The above-mentioned linguistic knowledge on
the comfortableness in small cars can be represented in the form of (1) as „If  is tall
then Class 2” where  is the height and Class 2 is the class label corresponding to not
comfortable. This fuzzy rule may be obtained from experimental results where a number
of examinees are asked whether they feel comfortable or not in a small car. Suppose that
we have responses in Table 1 from ten examinees on the comfortableness in a small car.
From Fig. 1 and Table 1, we can extract two linguistic rules „If  is not tall then Class 1
(i.e., comfortable)” and „If  is tall then Class 2 (i.e., not comfortable)”. These rules are
much more intuitive than interval representation rules such as „If    then Class 1”
and „If    then Class 2”.
Table 1. Responses from ten examinees (artificial data for illustration purpose).
Examinee (+)
Height ( )
Comfortableness

1
150
Yes

2
158
Yes

3
161
Yes

4
173
No

5
174
Yes

6
176
No

7
177
Yes

8
178
No

9
185
No

10
191
No
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The fuzzy rule in (1) can be viewed as a fuzzy association rule   # where
%      % . The confidence and the support of the fuzzy association rule
 
  # are defined by extending their standard definitions [1] to the case of fuzzy
discretization of each continuous attribute [5,10]. In this paper, we first describe fuzzy
rule generation from numerical data using these two concepts in data mining: confidence and support. We also explain pattern classification by fuzzy rules. Next we illustrate some effects of fuzzy discretization in the fuzzy rule generation phase and the
pattern classification phase using simple numerical examples. Then we examine each
effect by computer simulations on well-known and frequently used pattern classification problems in the literature: iris data and wine data. In our computer simulations,
we examine the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems generated from
fuzzy discretization with various overlap grades between adjacent antecedent fuzzy sets.
Interval discretization can be viewed as a special case of fuzzy discretization with no
overlap. Simulation results show that fuzzy rule-based systems have high generalization
ability even when the domain interval of each continuous attribute is homogeneously
partitioned into antecedent fuzzy sets. On the other hand, generalization ability of rulebased systems strongly depends on the choice of threshold values in the case of interval
discretization.




2.

Fuzzy rules for pattern classification

2.1. Two measures for fuzzy rule evaluation

Let us assume that we have
labelled patterns          , + 
from  classes. We denote the set of these training patterns as / 
        . The cardinality of / is
(i.e., /  
). As in our former studies
on fuzzy rule-based classification systems [6-10], we define the compatibility grade of
each training pattern  with the antecedent  using the product operator as
      

0



 0  

0

 

(2)

where 0  is the membership function of the antecedent fuzzy set % , and means
the multiplication of real numbers. Of course, the minimum operator  can be used
in (2). Let /   be the fuzzy set of compatible
instead of the product operator
training patterns with the antecedent  . Then the total compatibility grade with the
antecedent  is calculated as
/










0





(3)



In this formulation, /   is the cardinality of the fuzzy set /   . The cardinality
of a fuzzy set is often called the sigma count in the literature. Note that /   is the
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number of compatible training patterns with  in the case of interval discretization
(i.e., the cardinality of the non-fuzzy set /   in the case where % is an interval).
Using (2), we define the compatibility grade of each training pattern  with the
fuzzy rule . (i.e., with both the antecedent  and the consequent # ) as



0





0






+  Class #
+  Class #

if
if

(4)

Let /    / #  be the fuzzy set of compatible training patterns with both  and
# . Then the total compatibility grade with both  and # is calculated as
/








 / #  

0












Class 

0





(5)

Note that /   / #  is the number of compatible training patterns with both 
and # in the case of interval discretization.
In the field of data mining, two measures are often used for evaluating each association rule [1]. They are confidence and support. The confidence !    #  of the
association rule   # is defined as follows [1,5,10]:
!





 #  

/





/





/ # 






Class 









0

0






(6)

The confidence !   #  is the ratio of compatible patterns with both the antecedent
 and the consequent # to compatible patterns with the antecedent  . The confidence !   #  measures the validity of the association rule   # . Note that
the definition of the confidence !   #  in (6) can be used for fuzzy discretization
as well as interval discretization.
On the other hand, the support    #  of the association rule   # is
defined as follows [1,5,10]:






 #  

/



 / # 
/ 







Class  0







(7)

The support    #  is the ratio of compatible patterns with both the antecedent
 and the consequent # to the given training patterns. The support    # 
measures the coverage of training patterns by the association rule   # . The definition of the support    #  in (7) can be used for fuzzy discretization as well as
interval discretization.
As an example, let us calculate ! 122  Class  and  122  Class  from the
ten training patterns in Table 1 where Class 2 corresponds to not comfortable (i.e., „No”
in Table 1). The membership function of the linguistic term tall in Fig. 1 is written as



0  



  


if
if
if

  
    
  

(8)
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The fuzzy set of examinees compatible with tall in Table 1 is explicitly written as


/ 122 







































         

(9)

where the denominator shows the height  of each examinee and the numerator shows
its membership value 0  . Each element in (9) should not be viewed as a fraction
number but a pair of  and 0  . The total compatibility grade with tall is calculated
from (9) as
/ 122         
   
(10)
From Table 1, the total compatibility grade / 122  / Class  with both tall and
Class 2 is calculated as
/ 122  / Class             

(11)

Thus the confidence and the support are calculated as
! 122  Class  
 122  Class  






 

(12)

 

(13)

In the same manner, the confidence and the support of the fuzzy rule „tall  Class 1”
are calculated as

! 122  Class  
 
(14)


 122  Class  




 

(15)

Thus we choose the linguistic association rule „tall  Class 2” rather than „tall  Class
1”. We can also generate another linguistic association rule „not tall  Class 1” The
confidence and the support of this linguistic rule are calculated as
!

31 122  Class  



31 122  Class  






 

(16)

 

(17)

In Fig. 1, the sum of the membership functions of the two fuzzy sets tall and not tall is
always unity for any values of the height . Thus / 122  / 31 122 is equal to the
total number of the examinees in Table 1 (i.e., ten). When 0 0     does
not hold, / 122  / 31 122   does not hold either. Even in this case, we can
use the definitions of the confidence in (6) and the support in (7) with no modification.
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2.2. Fuzzy rule generation

As shown in the previous subsection, it is natural to choose the consequent # with
the maximum confidence for the antecedent  :
!





 #  

!





 Class          

(18)

Note that the same consequent # is obtained if we use the support   instead of the
confidence !  in (18). When multiple classes have the maximum confidence (i.e., when
# cannot be uniquely specified), we do not generate any fuzzy rule with the antecedent
 . Similar heuristic rule generation methods were proposed for function approximation
in [12,15].
The antecedent  is constructed by combining antecedent fuzzy sets for attributes. For low-dimensional pattern classification problems, it is possible to generate
fuzzy rules corresponding to all combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets. Let us consider a
two-dimensional pattern classification problem in Fig. 2. When each axis of the pattern
space is divided into three linguistic terms (i.e., three antecedent fuzzy sets) as shown in
Fig. 2, nine fuzzy rules are generated because a single fuzzy rule is generated in each
fuzzy subspace of the pattern space. In general, let 4 be the number of antecedent fuzzy
sets on the -th attribute. Then the total number of combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets
4 . For high-dimensional problems, it is impractical to
for attributes is 4 4
examine all the combinations for generating fuzzy rules. In our computer simulations in
this paper, we only generate short fuzzy rules with a small number of antecedent conditions. In this paper, the number of antecedent conditions is referred to as the rule length.
Thus the number of antecedent conditions in short fuzzy rules is small. Short fuzzy rules
can be viewed as having many don’t care conditions. Fuzzy rule-based systems can be
applied to high-dimensional problems when we use only short fuzzy rules with a few
antecedent conditions. This is because the number of short fuzzy rules is much smaller
than that of long fuzzy rules with many antecedent conditions.
The confidence !   #  can be used as the certainty grade # of the fuzzy rule
  # as in Cordon et al.[2]. It was shown in [10] that better results were obtained
from the following definition than the direct use of the confidence !   # .
#  !





 #   !

(19)

where ! is the average confidence over association rules with the same antecedent
but different consequent classes:
! 






 

!





 Class 





(20)








This definition of # can be easily understood if we consider the case of 
two-class pattern classification problems). In this case, # is calculated as
#  !





 Class   !





 Class 



(i.e.,
(21)
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Figure 2. Training patterns and three antecedent fuzzy sets (S: small, M: medium, and L: large)

when
!





 Class   !





 Class 

(22)

In Fig. 3, we show the consequent class and the certainty grade of each fuzzy rule
generated from training patterns and fuzzy discretization in Fig. 2. As shown in (18),
the majority class in each fuzzy subspace is chosen as the consequent class of the corresponding fuzzy rule. The certainty grade # shows the purity of compatible training
patterns in each fuzzy subspace. If a fuzzy subspace includes training patterns from
only a single class, the corresponding fuzzy rule has the maximum certainty grade (i.e.,
#  ). On the other hand, when a fuzzy subspace includes training patterns from
different classes, the certainty grade is less than its maximum value (i.e., #  ). For
example, the certainty grade is very small as the right-bottom fuzzy rule in Fig. 3 when
the number of training patterns from the majority class in a fuzzy subspace is almost the
same as that from the minority class in two-class problems.
2.3. Pattern classification using fuzzy rules

Let  be a set of fuzzy rules of the form in (1). The rule set  can be viewed as
a fuzzy rule-based classification system. We use a single winner rule method [7] for
classifying new patterns by the rule set  . See [2,7] for other fuzzy reasoning methods
for pattern classification. The single winner rule . is determined for a new pattern
          as
0 



#   0 



# .   

(23)
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Figure 3. Nine fuzzy rules generated from Fig. 2

That is, the winner rule has the maximum product of the compatibility grade and the
certainty grade. If multiple fuzzy rules with different consequent classes have the same
maximum product for the new pattern  , the classification of  is rejected. The classification is also rejected if no fuzzy rule is compatible with the new pattern  .
In Fig. 4, we show classification results by the nine fuzzy rules in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows
the decision region of each fuzzy rule, which was depicted by examining  
points in the two-dimensional input space. In general, the larger the certainty grade of
a fuzzy rule is, the larger its decision region is. The boundary between decision regions
of adjacent fuzzy rules with different consequent classes corresponds to the classification boundary between two classes, which is depicted by bold lines in Fig. 4. Note that
0   #  0   # holds from (23) on the boundary between the decision regions of the adjacent two fuzzy rules . and . . As we can see from Fig. 4, the
classification boundary is not always parallel to each axis of the pattern space. When all
fuzzy rules have the same certainty grade in Fig. 4, the classification boundary is always
parallel to each axis. This is because the decision region of each fuzzy rule is the square,
which corresponds to the dashed lines in Fig. 3. Complicated decision boundaries can
be obtained only when each fuzzy rule has a different certainty grade. See [6] for further
discussions on the effect of certainty grades on the classification performance of fuzzy
rule-based systems. In the case of high-dimensional problems, we cannot visually depict classification boundaries. The classification of each new pattern, however, can be
performed using the single winner rule . in (23) in the same manner as Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Decision region of each fuzzy rule and the classification boundary

3.

Effects of fuzzy discretization

In this section, we illustrate some effects of fuzzy discretization in the rule generation
phase and the pattern classification phase using simple numerical examples. The effect
of fuzzy discretization on the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems
will be examined in the next section through computer simulations on real-world pattern
classification problems.
3.1. Effects in rule generation phase

The main characteristic feature of fuzzy discretization is the overlap between adjacent antecedent fuzzy sets (i.e., linguistic terms). This means that many fuzzy rules
overlap in the pattern space. On the other hand, there is no overlap in the case of interval discretization. This difference is illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 (a), an input pattern
denoted by the closed circle in the pattern space is covered by four fuzzy rules corresponding to the shaded four squares. In general, an input pattern in the -dimensional
pattern space is covered by  fuzzy rules. On the other hand, it is covered by only a
single non-fuzzy rule in the case of interval discretization as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
As shown in Fig. 5 (a), an input pattern in the pattern space is covered by multiple
fuzzy rules. This means that each training pattern is involved in the rule generation of
multiple fuzzy rules. This effect of fuzzy discretization in the fuzzy rule generation phase
is significant in the case of fine partitions and sparse training patterns as shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6 (a), the two-dimensional pattern space is divided into 25 fuzzy subspaces by five
fuzzy sets on each axis. Almost all the corresponding 25 fuzzy rules can be generated
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from the given training patterns in Fig. 6 (a). On the other hand, only nine non-fuzzy
rules can be generated in the case of interval discretization in Fig. 6 (b).

Figure 5. Difference between fuzzy discretization and interval discretization. Each axis is homogeneously
divided into five linguistic terms (S: small, MS: medium small, M: medium, ML: medium large, and L:
large) and five intervals

In addition to the above-mentioned fact that each training pattern is involved in the
rule generation of multiple fuzzy rules, it should be noted that each training pattern has
a different weight depending on its compatibility grade in the rule generation phase. Let
us consider the following fuzzy rule at the center of the pattern space in Fig. 6 (a):
If  is medium and  is medium then Class 1 with #

 

(24)

This fuzzy rule was generated from four training patterns in the large square denoted
by dotted lines in Fig. 6 (a). In the rule generation phase of this fuzzy rule, one training
pattern from Class 1 near the center of the pattern space has a much larger weight than
two training patterns from Class 2 near the sides of the small square at the center of
the pattern space. The compatibility grades of the four compatible patterns (i.e., their
weights in the rule generation of this fuzzy rule) are 0.90, 0.52, 0.30, and 0.26 (the other
pattern from Class 1). The sum of the compatibility grades over the two training patterns
from Class 2 is smaller than that of the two Class 1 patterns. As a result, the consequent
of the fuzzy rule in (24) is Class 1.
The corresponding non-fuzzy rule was generated in Fig. 6 (b) as
If  is medium and  is medium then Class 2 with #

 

(25)

This non-fuzzy rule was generated from three compatible training patterns that are located in the small square at the center of the pattern space in Fig. 6 (b). Note that the
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Figure 6. Training patterns and generated fuzzy and non-fuzzy rules

fuzzy rule in (24) and the non-fuzzy rule in (25) have different consequent classes. This
is because each compatible training pattern has the same weight in interval discretization
while it has a different weight in fuzzy discretization.
3.2. Effects in classification phase

Characteristic features of fuzzy discretization in the classification phase also stem
from the fact that multiple fuzzy rules overlap in the pattern space. The classification
boundary (i.e., boundary between decision regions of adjacent fuzzy rules with different
consequent classes) can be adjusted by changing the certainty grades of those fuzzy rules
[6]. That is, the location of the classification boundary is determined by the certainty
grade of each fuzzy rule. On the other hand, the location of the classification boundary is
determined by the threshold values on each axis in the case of interval discretization as
shown in Fig. 7. This is because the decision region of each non-fuzzy rule is uniquely
determined by the threshold values on each axis. From these discussions, we expect that
good results can be obtained by fuzzy rules even when the fuzzy partition of each axis is
not appropriately specified. We also anticipate that an appropriate partition of each axis
is necessary for generating non-fuzzy rules with high classification ability in the case of
interval discretization.
Each fuzzy rule has a larger decision region than the corresponding non-fuzzy rule
when there are no adjacent fuzzy rules. If there are no rules around the fuzzy rule in (24)
with the antecedent (medium, medium), its decision region is the large dotted square in
Fig. 6 (a). On the other hand, the decision region of the corresponding non-fuzzy rule
is the small square at the center of Fig. 6 (b). In the case of interval discretization, the
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Figure 7. Decision region of each non-fuzzy rule and the classification boundary

size of the decision region is independent of the existence of adjacent rules. The size of
the decision region of each fuzzy rule, however, depends on the existence of adjacent
rules. Thus a small number of sparsely located fuzzy rules can classify much more patterns than the corresponding non-fuzzy rules. In the case of interval discretization, the
classification of many patterns will be rejected if the number of non-fuzzy rules is very
small. From these discussions, we expect that a small number of fuzzy rules have higher
classification ability than the same number of non-fuzzy rules.

4.

Computer simulations using homogeneous discretization

In Section 3, we illustrated some effects of fuzzy discretization in the fuzzy rule
generation phase and the pattern classification phase. Main positive effects of fuzzy discretization on the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems are summarized as follows:
1. Multiple fuzzy rules can be generated from a single training pattern while only a
single rule can be generated in the case of interval discretization. This may lead to
better results by fuzzy discretization than interval discretization when the number
of training patters is very small (i.e., when training patterns are sparse).
2. The classification boundary can be adjusted by the certainty grade of each fuzzy
rule while it is specified by threshold values in the case of interval discretization.
This may lead to better results by fuzzy discretization than interval discretization
when the fuzzy and interval partitions of each axis are not tuned well.
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3. Each fuzzy rule can classify a larger region than the corresponding non-fuzzy rule.
This may lead to better results by fuzzy discretization than interval discretization
when the number of rules is very small (i.e., when rules are sparse).
We examine these effects through computer simulations on well-known
and frequently used pattern classification problems in the literature: iris
data and wine data. These data sets are available from the UCI database
(http://www.ics.uci.edu/~ mlearn/MLSummary.html). In this section, we use homogeneous discretization for examining the above positive effects. Inhomogeneous
discretization will be used in the next section for examining negative effects of fuzzy
discretization.
4.1. Specification of overlap grade

In our computer simulations, we normalized all attribute values into real numbers
in the unit interval  . This means that the pattern space of each test problem was
normalized into the -dimensional unit hypercube   . We homogeneously divided
the domain interval   of each attribute into fuzzy sets and intervals as shown in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6. Other examples of homogeneous discretization are shown in Fig. 8 where
4 denotes the number of fuzzy sets or intervals.

Figure 8. Fully fuzzified partitions generated from homogeneous interval partitions

We specified fuzzy partitions from homogeneous interval partitions based on the
following constraint conditions:
1. Membership functions are linear (i.e., triangular or trapezoidal).
2. The sum of neighboring membership functions is always 1.
3. Crossing points of neighboring membership functions coincide with the threshold
values for interval partitions.
4. The membership value of each intermediate fuzzy set (e.g., medium in Fig. 8 (b))
is 1 at the midpoint of the corresponding interval. The membership value of the
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smallest fuzzy set is 1 at the smallest attribute value 0 (i.e., at the lower limit of
the domain interval  ). The membership value of the largest fuzzy set is 1 at
the largest attribute value 1 (i.e., at the upper limit of the domain interval  ).
It should be noted that a fuzzy partition is not uniquely specified by these constraint
conditions from a given homogeneous interval partition. Fig. 8 shows fully fuzzified
partitions with the largest fuzziness satisfying these constraint conditions. In Fig. 9, we
show partially fuzzified partitions, which also satisfy the above constraint conditions.

Figure 9. Partially fuzzified fuzzy partitions generated from homogeneous interval partitions

As shown in Fig. 9, the domain interval   is divided in 4 trapezoidal antecedent
fuzzy sets %      !  " ,        4 , where the four parameters denote the
four vertexes of the trapezoid %     !  " . In the case of interval discretization, the first two parameters denote the lower limit (i.e.,    ) of the interval % and
the last two parameters denote its upper limit (i.e., !  " ). When % is a triangular
fuzzy set, the first and last parameters denote its lower and upper limits, respectively.
The other two parameters show the remaining vertex of the triangular % with the membership value 1 (i.e., !  " ). From the constraint condition 2., the following relations
hold between the adjacent fuzzy sets % and %  (see Fig. 10):
!    

" 





(26)

Let us introduce the grade of fuzzification (i.e., overlap grade) denoted by  . Interval
partitions correspond to no overlap (i.e., overlap grade is zero:    ). On the other
hand, fully fuzzified partitions (e.g., Fig. 8) correspond to the full overlap (i.e., overlap
grade is one:   ). Let %      !  "  and %      !  "  be an interval
with no overlap and the corresponding fully fuzzified fuzzy set. Note that % is a triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy set while % is always an interval. As shown in Fig. 8, the
following relations hold:
       
(27)
!  "  !  " 

(28)
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Figure 10. Illustration of the second constraint condition that the sum of adjacent membership functions
should be always 1

We can generate a trapezoidal fuzzy set %      !  "  with an arbitrary
overlap grade  from the interval % with no overlap and the fully fuzzified fuzzy set
% as

(29)
       







(30)

!
  !  !  ! 

(31)

"
  "  "  " 

(32)











Fig. 9 was depicted using these formulations with 

 

from Fig. 8.

4.2. Simulation results on iris data

In this subsection, we show simulation results on iris data. The iris data set is a threeclass pattern classification problem, which consists of 150 samples with four continuous
attributes. In our computer simulations, the iris data set was handled as a three-class
problem in the four-dimensional unit hypercube   .
First we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the
case of sparse training patterns. We randomly selected only five samples from each class
as training patterns. Thus the total number of training patterns was 15. Those training
patterns were used for designing a fuzzy rule-based system. The other 135 samples were
used as test patterns for evaluating the generalization ability of the designed fuzzy rulebased system. In our computer simulations, the pattern space was divided into 4 fuzzy
subspaces where 4 is the number of antecedent fuzzy sets on the domain interval of
each attribute (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). We tried to generate a single fuzzy rule of the
length four in each fuzzy subspace. There were many fuzzy subspaces where fuzzy rules
could not be generated because there were no compatible training patterns. We examined
four specifications of 4 : 4     . For each specification of 4 , we examined 11
specifications of the overlap grade  :          . For each specification of 4
and  , we calculated the average classification rate on test patterns over 500 trials with
different partitions of the 150 samples into 15 training patterns and 135 test patterns.
Simulation results are summarized in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. Average classification rates on test patterns. Only 15 samples in the iris data were used as training
patterns

From Fig. 11, we can see that fuzzy discretization improved the generalization ability
of fuzzy rule-based systems. The main reason for poor generalization ability of interval
discretization (i.e., poor results in Fig. 11 in the case of no overlap:   ) is that only
a small number of non-fuzzy rules were generated from sparse training patterns. As a
result, the classification of many test patterns was rejected. The average number of generated fuzzy rules was summarized in Table 2. From this table, we can see that much more
rules were generated in the case of fuzzy discretization than interval discretization. We
also calculated the average rejection rate for each combination of 4 and  . Simulation
results were summarized in Fig. 12. From this figure, we can see that the classification
of many test patterns was rejected in the case of a large 4 (i.e., fine partition) and a
small  (i.e., small overlap). The combination of a large 4 and a small  means a small
decision region of each rule. The small decision region has two negative effects on the
classification performance in the case of sparse training patterns. One is that the number
of generated rules is small. The other is that each rule can classify only a small number
of test patterns. As a result, many test patterns cannot be classified in the case of fine
partitions and small overlap grades.
Table 2. Number of generated rules
Partition
Partition
# of rules


6.5

Interval (



9.0

 )



14.4


11.8


16.0

Fuzzy (



40.3

 )



65.5


87.2

For examining the ability of fuzzy discretization to adjust classification boundaries
using certainty grades, we also performed the same computer simulations using fuzzy
rules with no certainty grades. This situation was simulated by assigning the same certainty grade to all the generated fuzzy rules (i.e., #   for  ). Simulation results
are summarized in Table 3. From this table, we can see that the use of certainty grades
improved the generalization ability of fuzzy rule-based systems in the case of 4  .
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Figure 12. Average rejection rates on test patterns

For further discussions on the use of certainty grades in fuzzy rule-based classification
systems, see [6].
Table 3. Average classification rates on test patterns.
Fully fuzzified partitions were used
Partition
With #
Without #


70.3
71.3


94.3
94.3


89.1
84.3


89.4
88.5

Next we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the
case of sparse fuzzy rules. We used the ten-fold cross-validation (10CV) technique [13]
for estimating the generalization ability of fuzzy rule-based systems. In the 10CV technique, the 150 samples in the iris data were randomly divided into ten subsets of the same
size. Each subset consisted of five samples from each class. Nine subsets were used as
training patterns and the remaining subset was used as test patterns. This was iterated
ten times so that all subsets were used as test patterns once. The whole 10CV procedure
was iterated 50 times using different partitions of the iris data into ten subsets for each
specification of the partition 4 and the overlap grade  . In each trial in the 10CV procedure, generated fuzzy rules were divided into three groups according to their consequent
classes. Fuzzy rules in each group were sorted in a descending order of the product of
the confidence and the support. For constructing a fuzzy rule-based system, we selected
the first 5 fuzzy rules from each group (5       ). This means that we used the
product of the confidence and the support for choosing a pre-specified number of fuzzy
rules. Other rule selection criteria such as the confidence and the support were examined
in [10] where the best result was obtained from the product criterion. Simulation results
are summarized in Fig. 13 for the case of 5   and Fig. 14 for the case of 5  .
Those figures show the average classification rate on test patterns for each specification
for the partition 4 , the overlap grade  , and the number of fuzzy rules from each class.
From Fig. 13, we can see that the effect of fuzzy discretization on the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems was significant when the number of fuzzy rules
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was very small. On the other hand, this effect was not so significant in Fig. 14 where the
number of fuzzy rules was large and fuzzy partitions were not fine (e.g.,4  ).

Figure 13. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the iris data using three fuzzy
rules (i.e., a single fuzzy rule for each class

Figure 14. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the iris data using 30 fuzzy
rules (i.e., ten fuzzy rules for each class)

4.3. Simulation results on wine data

In this subsection, we show simulation results on wine data. The wine data set is a
three-class pattern classification problem, which consists of 178 samples with 13 continuous attributes. As a preprocessing procedure, we normalized each attribute value into a
real number in the unit interval  . Thus the wine data set was handled as a three-class
pattern classification problem in the 13-dimensional unit hypercube    .
The total number of possible combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets is 4  when
each domain interval for the 13 attributes is divided into 4 antecedent fuzzy sets. It is
impractical to generate all fuzzy rules from those huge combinations of antecedent fuzzy
sets. In our computer simulations on the wine data, we only generated fuzzy rules of the
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length two or less. Fuzzy rules of the length two are written in the following form:
Rule . : If  is % and  is % then Class # with # 

(33)

where         .
Using the wine data set and fuzzy rules of the length two or less, we performed
almost the same computer simulations as in the previous subsection using the iris data.
First we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the case
of sparse training patterns. About 10% training patterns were randomly selected from
the wine data as follows: six samples from Class 1 with 59 samples, seven samples from
Class 2 with 71 samples, and five samples from Class 3 with 48 samples. Thus the total
number of training patterns was 18. Those training patterns were used for designing a
fuzzy rule-based system. The other 160 samples were used as test patterns for evaluating
the generalization ability of the designed fuzzy rule-based system. For each specification
of the partition 4 and the overlap grade  , we calculated the average classification rates
on test patterns over 500 trials with different choices of 18 training patterns. Simulation
results are summarized in Fig. 15. From this figure, we can see that fuzzy discretization
significantly improved the generalization ability of fuzzy rule-based systems as in Fig.
11 on the iris data.

Figure 15. Average classification rates on test patterns. Only 18 samples in the wine data were used as
training patterns

Next we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the
case of sparse fuzzy rules. As in the previous subsection, we used the 10CV technique
for estimating the generalization ability of fuzzy rule-based systems. The whole 10CV
procedure was iterated 50 times using different partitions of the wine data into ten subsets
for each specification of the partition 4 and the overlap grade  . In each trial in the
10CV procedure, we used the product of the confidence and the support for selecting 5
fuzzy rules for each class. Simulation results are summarized in Fig. 16 for the case of
5   and Fig. 17 for the case of 5  . From Fig. 16 where the number of fuzzy rules
was very small, we can see that the effect of fuzzy discretization on the classification
performance of fuzzy rule-based systems was significant. On the other hand, this effect
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was not so significant in Fig. 17 where the number of fuzzy rules was large. The same
observations were obtained from the previous computer simulations on the iris data (i.e.,
from Fig. 13 and Fig. 14).

Figure 16. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the wine data using three
fuzzy rules (i.e., a single fuzzy rule for each class)

Figure 17. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the iris data using 30 fuzzy
rules (i.e., ten fuzzy rules for each class)

5.

Computer simulations using inhomogeneous discretization

In the previous computer simulations, we used homogeneous discretization. Since
the location of classification boundaries totally depends on threshold values in the case
of interval discretization, generalization ability can be improved by carefully choosing
threshold values for each attribute. In this section, we specify interval discretization
using the entropy measure as in Quinlan [13].
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5.1. Rule extraction

In computer simulations in this section, the domain interval of each attribute was discretized independently of the other attributes. When the domain interval of an attribute
was discretized into 4 intervals using 4   threshold values, the threshold values
  candidates. Each candidate was the mid-point of a pair of
were selected from
combineighboring attribute values in the given training patterns. All the  #
  candidates.
nations were examined for selecting 4   threshold values from
The entropy was calculated for each combination of 4   threshold values (i.e., for
each discretization). The discretization with the minimum entropy was selected for each
attribute. We performed this discretization as a preprocessing procedure before the rule
extraction. For comparison, we generated the corresponding fuzzy partition from the
specified inhomogeneous interval partition for each attribute as shown in Fig. 18. The
generation of the fuzzy partition in Fig. 18 is based on the four constraint conditions
in Subsection 4.1. Fig. 18 is the fully fuzzified partition satisfying those constraint conditions. In the same manner as in Subsection 4.1, we can generate a partially fuzzified
partition with an arbitrary overlap grade F from an inhomogeneous interval partition and
the corresponding fully fuzzified partition.

Figure 18. An example of a fully fuzzified partition corresponding to an inhomogeneous interval partition

Computer simulations in this section are for comparing fuzzy discretization with
interval discretization in the situation where threshold values are carefully chosen. We do
not intend to advocate the above-mentioned generation method of inhomogeneous fuzzy
discretization. One problem is that inhomogeneous fuzzy discretization often leads to
difficulties in linguistic interpretation of generated fuzzy sets. Another problem is that
combinations of threshold values is time-consuming for
the examination of  #
large data sets.
5.2. Simulation results on iris data

As in Subsection 4.2, we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rulebased systems in the case of sparse training patterns (i.e., 15 training patterns from the
iris data set). Simulation results are summarized in Fig. 19. From this figure, we can see
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that the classification ability of fuzzy rule-based systems on test patterns was improved
by increasing the overlap grade. This improvement was more significant in the case of
fine partitions (e.g., 4  ) than coarse partitions (e.g., 4  ).

Figure 19. Average classification rates on test patterns in the case of inhomogeneous discretization. Only
15 samples in the iris data were used as training patterns

We also examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the
case of sparse fuzzy rules. As in Subsection 4.2, we used the 10CV technique. Simulation
results are summarized in Fig. 20 for the case of 5   and Fig. 21 for the case of
5  . From these figures, we can see that the classification performance of fuzzy
rule-based systems on test patterns was improved by increasing the overlap grade. This
improvement was more significant in Fig. 20 with only three fuzzy rules than Fig. 21
with 30 fuzzy rules. In the case of 4   in Fig. 21 (i.e., black squares), we cannot
observe clear improvement in the classification rate by the increase of the overlap grade

Figure 20. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the iris data using three fuzzy
rules (i.e., a single fuzzy rule for each class). Inhomogeneous discretization was used
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Figure 21. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the iris data using 30 fuzzy
rules (i.e., ten fuzzy rules for each class). Inhomogeneous discretization was used

5.3. Simulation results on wine data

In the same manner as in Subsection 4.3, we performed computer simulations on
the wine data using inhomogeneous discretization and fuzzy rules of the length two or
less. First we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in
the case of sparse training patterns (i.e., about 10% training patterns). Simulation results
are summarized in Fig. 22. From Fig. 22, we can see that the classification performance
of fuzzy rule-based systems was improved by increasing the overlap grade when they
were generated from sparse training patterns. The same observation was obtained from
the previous computer simulations based on a small number of training patterns.

Figure 22. Average classification rates on test patterns using inhomogeneous discretization. Only 18 samples
in the wine data were used as training patterns

Next we examined the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems in the
case of sparse fuzzy rules using the 10CV technique. Simulation results are summarized
in Fig. 23 for 5   and Fig. 24 for 5   where 5 is the number of fuzzy rules for
each class. From Fig. 23, we can see that the classification performance of fuzzy rule-
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based systems was improved by increasing the overlap grade when the number of fuzzy
rules was very small. The same observation was obtained from the previous computer
simulations based on only three fuzzy rules (i.e., Figs. 13, 16, 20). On the other hand,
the classification performance was impaired by the fuzzification of interval partitions in
Fig. 24. Only this figure among simulation results in this paper shows clear deterioration in the classification performance by fuzzy discretization. Thus we conclude that the
fuzzification of interval partitions can have a negative effect on the classification performance of rule-based systems when the following conditions are satisfied: The number
of training patterns is not too small, the number of rules is not too small, and threshold
values for interval partitions are appropriately specified.

Figure 23. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the wine data using three
fuzzy rules (i.e., a single fuzzy rule for each class). Inhomogeneous discretization was used

Figure 24. Average classification rates obtained from the 10CV procedure for the wine data using 30 fuzzy
rules (i.e., ten fuzzy rules for each class). Inhomogeneous discretization was used
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Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we first demonstrated some effects of fuzzy discretization in the fuzzy
rule generation phase and the pattern classification phase. The main positive effects of
fuzzy discretization are summarized as follows:
1. Many fuzzy rules can be generated from a small number of training patterns. This
prevents fuzzy rule-based systems from significantly degrading when training patterns are sparse.
2. Classification boundaries can be adjusted by certainty grades. This makes fuzzy
rule-based systems less sensitive to the choice of a partition for each attribute than
non-fuzzy rule-based systems with interval discretization.
3. Each fuzzy rule has a large decision region when adjacent fuzzy rules are missing.
This prevents fuzzy rule-based systems from rejecting the classification of many
patterns when fuzzy rules are sparse.
Next these positive effects were examined by computer simulations on the iris data
and the wine data. Simulation results showed that fuzzy rule-based systems had high
generalization ability even when training patterns were sparse, fuzzy partitions were
homogeneous, and the number of fuzzy rules was very small.
For examining the relation between the classification performance of fuzzy rulebased systems and the specification of fuzzy discretization, we introduced the overlap
grade  between adjacent antecedent fuzzy sets. By changing the value of  from 0
(i.e., interval discretization with no overlap) to 1 (i.e., fully fuzzified discretization with
the maximum overlap), we can examine the classification performance of fuzzy rulebased systems with different fuzzification levels. This scheme for examining the effect
of fuzzy discretization on the classification performance of fuzzy rule-based systems
can be applied to inhomogeneous discretization as well as homogeneous discretization.
In our computer simulations, we examined inhomogeneous discretization based on the
entropy measure as well as homogeneous discretization. That is, the domain interval of
each attribute was discretized according to the distribution of training patterns. This discretization significantly improved the classification performance of non-fuzzy rule-based
systems. Even in this case with carefully specified interval discretization, fuzzification
of rule-based systems improved their classification performance when training patterns
were sparse. Fuzzification also improved the classification performance when the number of rules was very small. In our computer simulations in this paper, we observed a
negative effect of fuzzy discretization on the classification performance of rule-based
systems only when training data were not sparse, each domain interval was carefully
divided into intervals, and the number of rules was not too small.
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